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Excellence in Leadership Luncheon and Lecture a celebration of
collaboration
[1]

[2]

This year’s Excellence in Leadership Luncheon and Lecture at Denver’s Brown Palace Hotel brought together over
150 alumni of CU’s Excellence in Leadership Program[3] (ELP) to foster continued collaboration, networking and
leadership development.
ELP provides opportunities for CU faculty and staff on all campuses to become more effective leaders who are
prepared to successfully address the challenges of a dynamic university. Since 2000, more than 700 fellows have
completed the program.
The annual luncheon, which took place April 22 and was co-sponsored by TIAA[4], honored Sharon Matusik, dean of
the University of Colorado Boulder Leeds School of Business. The Excellence in Leadership Award is given annually
by ELP.
CU President Todd Saliman, who presented the award to Matusik, noted the value she brings to the campus and how
their professional relationship is rooted in collaboration, specifically in their work on the systemwide strategic plan
implementation[5].
“Sharon has been an incredible mentor and adviser to me,” Saliman said.
Matusik’s time as dean of the Leeds School of Business has been one marked in achievement and equity. She led
a partnership with CU’s College of Engineering Applied Science[6], a $43.5 million project largely funded by donors.
Matusik’s other priorities[7] include focusing on the core profession skills of communication, emotional intelligence and
critical thinking, and emphasizing gender-parity issues in business by developing more women in business leaders.
In accepting the award, Matusik recounted her appreciation for the Excellence in Leadership Program.
“My experience gave me an appreciation for the level of excellence throughout the entire system,” Matusik said. “It
paved the way for me to be a more effective leader.”

CU Anschutz Medical Campus Chancellor Don Elliman introduced this year’s leadership lecture keynote speaker,
Kimberly Muller, executive director of CU Innovations at CU Anschutz.
Muller’s lecture, “Innovation and Leadership Lessons That Will Shape the Future,” emphasized the importance for
leaders to think big and to think different as we move into what she called the medical revolution.

“This is the first gathering of this group since 2019 because of the COVID-19 pandemic. We live in a different world
now,” said Muller, who described the need to tackle issues affecting the medical industry – including burnout, mental
health, supply chain and the great resignation – with new and creative approaches.
Muller summarized that massive tech integration in the medical field is crucial to a successful medical revolution
needed to resolve issues made apparent by the pandemic, including mental health, telehealth and preemptive care.
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Historic $200 million commitment to the University of Colorado Anschutz
Medical Campus fuels advancements in treatments and cures
[8]

Photos: Celebrating Commencement 2022

[9]

Photo Feature: UCCS celebrates opening of newly renovated
cybersecurity center
[10]

Unveiling the Rebecca Kantor Digital Atelier
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Multiple diagnoses are the norm with mental illness; new genetic study
explains why
[12]

Does nature want us to be fat?
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Associate Dean Golkowski joins the Space Force
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CU on the Weekend to feature Montoya on Latina legislative leadership in
Colorado
[15]

Nursing students testing virtual reality as training platform for the future

[16]
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Voice of the Consumer: Bracing for impact of Fed rate hike
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Latest ‘shrinkflation’ surge hits grocery stores
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